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　9 people attended the 2nd on-line potluck on the 27th of December 2020.  The host: Mrs 
Kannan smiled as there are more attendants the the last one in November. Have you ever 
tried “Zoom” ?  If you are able to use E-mail,  it is easy for you to use Zoom.   On-line 
potluck has 2 big benefits;  it is safe and the people from the whole country can be together.   
9 attendants were from Amsterdam region, Nijmegen, Vinkeveen, Rotterdam, Zwolle.   
That is fantastic !  When Corona does not allow us to meet directly, Potluck and other 
meetings should be organized via on-line.  Please feel free to ask help to attend “zoom”. 

   Report: the 2nd On-line Potluck ( December 2020)  

🍮  We talked about various things: 


• My mother in Japan is out of the hospital and my father is taking care of her.  I suggested that 
they connect to NALC Japan so that they can use the “NALC point” that I earned in 
Netherlands.  But they hesitate as NALC is a new system for them and do no feel like rely on 
someone els / someone new to them.   →"  It happens often that an(elder) man taking care of 
his wife, who wants to do his job perfectly, corrupts after a while.  A third person who keeps 
eye on HIM is important.  “ min-sei - iin” system maybe? 


• Who takes care of the elder family member ?  It often happens that the relationship between 
an elder and a grandchild is better than a child.  A good example of elder man’s granddaughter 
visiting him to help him with daily tasks was introduced. 


• The NALC system is very nice.  But I am not interested in joining as I’ve already doing the 
volunteer works at the old people’s house for 3 years.  I do not need “points”.  →#  Generally 
speaking, young people are not really interested in “ getting old” nor “ volunteer works”  NALC 
system is the one that we should hand over to the next generation.   It is pity that NALC 
members are often asked “ you NALC people do volunteer works in order to collect “points”,  
right? “  It is not right understanding.   NALC system is based on the time-banking system.  
Please understand that both collecting points and using points are important to make NALC 
active.  


• They say that many elder people are unable to speak his/her 2nd or 3rd language anymore.  
What should we do in that case?   →#  Use google translate !


• Volunteer works during the Corona-crisis:  Many activities are unfortunately stopped but I 
continue at a care farm as we work often outside.   


• My family passed away at a care house.  I was not completely satisfied with the care of the 
house and the doctors.   →"  It is very important to communicate and understand well with 
the doctors when your loving family is facing the end of his/her life.  


• I saw at an old people’s house someone was walking around waring anti-Corona uniform ( the 
one that you can not identify who he/she is)   Old people who do not understand about Corona 
must be shocked to see them!


• I am trying the new recipe since I spend more time at home.   →"  Please write a recipe 
article for our newsletter !


 From the Host of the Potluck:  Please join us at the Potluck next month, with your friends will    

 also be nice.  You may IN/OUT at anytime during the meeting.  

 Let us discuss about one specific topic next time.                                                              ( Higashi )
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[ HOUREN KAI ] A New group for the Japanese living in The Netherlands

There is a new group called “HOUREN KAI”.  NALC Holland is supporting  this group.  
If you help HOUREN KAI, your time will be counted in the NALC point system. 
 ( to be used only in The Netherlands.) 
The following is the result of the interview of Ms. Chieko Otsuka; the secretary of HOUREN 
KAI.

★The trigger of its establishment:

“ Go-center” in Amstelveen was a big building and it was a kind of a meeting point of the 
Japanese people in NL.  Many Japanese groups like Nichiran (Silver)net, 
Kamomenokai, JWC, “Soudan Madoguchi” rented rooms for its big/small activities.  
Some volunteers started “ Igo cafe” where you can eat Japanese snacks and it was a 
wonderful “meeting place for the Japanese”   Maybe you remember;  NALC rented a 
meeting room for its Kick-off meeting in 2016.  But very suddenly Go-center was closed.  
Because people wanted to have similar “Cafe” space, some volunteers became together 
and established “Houren kai”   Houren kai is now busy to make itself into a foundation to 
expand its activities.

< the followings are the summary of the document made by HOUREN KAI >

★Direction of the activity

(1) Mission:  Provide communication platform for the Japanese people in NL.
① No hierarchical relations between the members

② Several Japanese group work together

(2) Vision:  For the Japanese people who will live in NL, who lives in NL, who lived 
           in NL.   (Anywhere, Anytime）
(3) Concept:  offer digital meeting places.  Cafe space is the substitute
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Various Japanese people and groups work together in order to make the living in NL 
more comfortable:  that is HOUREN KAI.  NALC Holland is looking forward to see the 
developments of HOUREN KAI.

HOUREN KAI found a new Cafe space in Amstelveen.  It is called “NEMO Cafe”  
(Ouderkerkerlaan 15） The Japanese snacks are offered again.  Activities for the 
elder and children are organized here.  When a NALC Holland member offers help to 
the followings, you get the NALC point ( which can be used only in The Netherlands) 

＜Volunteer works at NEMO Cafe＞                                              
* Kitchen help, garden help, Cleaning help at NEMO Cafe.
* Administration help
* Help for “Mokuyou kai” ( gathering of the senior Japanese,  
   at NEMO Cafe ) 

( Higashi )
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TijdSparen comes from TimeBanking in 
the United States. I lived in New York from 
2013 till 2017 and during that time learned 
a lot about TimeBanking. I worked for and 
with a TimeBank in NY and had a full day 
meeting with Edgar Cahn, the founder of 
TimeBanking, during which I had a chance 
to ask him all the questions I had. When I 
returned, I was determined to introduce 
TimeBanking in Holland and called it 
TijdSparen. In January 2020 Stichting 
TijdSparen Nederland came into existence.


TijdSparen wants to connect people 
based on equality and reciprocity, to 
empower people and encourage them to 
be more independent and connected at the 
same time. TijdSparen brings people 
together and inspires to do their best to 
use their strength to help other people.


First of all TijdSparen is about

community building, creating a group of 
people who have agreed that they will help 
each other in times of need an who know 
they can rely on each other. The 
participants trust in this agreement. In 
order to trust each other participants meet 
in a PotLuck. I know you have PotLucks as 
well. We meet every month and have a 
delicious meal together and talk about 
things we experience, get to know each 
other and what each one of us has to offer. 


Secondly TijdSparen is about the 

exchange of services, which can be in 
groups, for example a cooking class, and 
also one person to the other. Important is 
that the people involved are participating in 
the group.	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 


Finally, the credits that are earned by 
helping each other, have to be recorded. 
This is important for several reasons. As 
the credits are an alternative currency, it is 
of course essential for participants to know 
how many credits they have earned and 
spent. But there is more:

- By keeping track of the credits and 

therefore of the time spent on TijdSparen, 
there will be a record of the effect of 
TijdSparen in society. This record will be 
interesting for people we talk to about 
TijdSparen, in case of fundraising, 
orientation with new people or any 
explanation about TijdSparen with 
policymakers.


- People are in general shy to ask for help.

In Dutch we have the word 

'vraagverlegenheid'. In the US it has been 
proven that is easier for many people to 
ask for help if you give something in return. 
And our credit is being given in return. In 
order to value the credit, you have to 
record it. 


TijdSparen Nederland has a group in 
Bloemendaal, which has been active since 
the beginning of 2018. Ti jdSparen 
Neder land also is working with a 
commun i ty i n Amste rdam, in the 
neighbourhood De Pijp, to introduce the 
concept.


https://www.tijdsparen.org   

　　TijdSparen Nederland 
　　Annette Molkenboer

NALC Holland and TijdSparen have been connected from the 
beginning and it is very interesting to see that we are still inspiring 
each other and intensifying our connection.

I am therefor happy to tell you about TijdSparen.


https://www.tijdsparen.org/
https://www.tijdsparen.org/
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“ This is not what I expected…..” 

Health, Wealth, Status, Family, Friends.  You have them all,  enjoying your beautiful life.  
One day you loose everything and you are all alone…… most of you think:  “that is a story 
in novels or films. That will not happen to me”  and, Yes, it happens to you.                   
Then you say to yourself;  “ this is not what I expected”


Long life, nuclear family, Dutch language, long and dark winter, furthermore, loneliness 
caused by Corona.  Living in this cold country is not easy for us to overcome these 
difficult living style.  NALC Holland suggests thus:  “ Paring of the people”                        
In case you need help, it is nice when you know someone in your neighbourhood.     
Maybe it makes much more easier if you know someone when you are still young.          
As you already know him/her long time then, ant that makes you easier to ask for help.  
Maybe he/she knows what is wrong with you, or  what is changed comparing you at the 
younger age. 


   Do you have someone who might help you?   Is it easy for you to ask help ? 


( Higashi )
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“Potatoes in the Japanese style”    Everyone likes it  !


We talked various topics at the “Online Potluck” in December.  

Mr. S was talking about “ how to cook potatoes in the Japanese style” 

It made me curious and asked its result few days later.


🍠   🍠   🍠   🍠   🍠   🍠   🍠   🍠 


“ The result of THAT potato story ?  It was not success. I tried with 2 types of 
potatoes; one from LIDL and the other from “nature winkel”    Both were far 
different from the ones in Japan.  Anyway the recipe is as follows:


⚪ Wrap the potatoes with newspaper.   Make the 
newspaper wet.  5 minutes in the microwave (600-700W).  
10 minutes in microwave (“de-frozen” program) 

It was unfortunately not sweet as I expected.  

Thus, I made “ imo- youkan” with them. 


 ⚪ Mash the potatoes and add sugar and starch.  
Few minutes in the microwave again.   
Then it is a  sweet snack in the Japanese style. 

Thank you for your “potato trial story”  Mr. S. !  

Looking forward hearing  another interesting story from you again.    

                                                                                                                                   ( Higashi )


The sad and tired face of a young girl caught

my interest at the following TV commercial.


Mantelzorg - deel je zorg  TV commercial


https://muziekreclame.nl/video/muziek-uit-de-mantelzorg-reclame-2020/


[ One of the four Dutch people are doing “ mantelzorg”  It is heavy task. 

It is important to share the task with someone. 

 Go to  mantelzorg.nl  and look what you can do.] 


 ( Higashi )


https://muziekreclame.nl/video/muziek-uit-de-mantelzorg-reclame-2020/
http://mantelzorg.nl
https://muziekreclame.nl/video/muziek-uit-de-mantelzorg-reclame-2020/
http://mantelzorg.nl
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Colofon 

   NALC Holland 　URL: http://www.nalcholland.nl 
   Contact：masako@telfort.nl / 06 2425 2523

From the committee


 📢 　Contribution 2020/2021  (22 euro per year )

　　NALC Holland aims to cover its expenses of the meetings and the office  supply by your 

　　contribution.  

       We appreciate your kind understandings and cooperations. 

       Account name:  stichting NALC Holland

       Account number:   NL67INGB0006896387

       Any questions about the payment, please contact K. Matsubara ( kayenkayo@gmail.com )


 📢    Did you report about your volunteer activities ?

　　You are kindly asked to report about your volunteer activities to the committee.  

　　Please send the form and send your report to  emiko@kannan.jp (NAC)    or

       kayenkayo@gmail.com

　　Download  ( nalcholland.nl → Time banking system → How Time banking system works

       → Point application form )


  📢    Next online potluck will be on January 31 (Sun), 2021.

mailto:masako@telfort.nl
mailto:emiko@kannan.jp
mailto:emiko@kannan.jp
mailto:masako@telfort.nl



